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Abstract

We present a novel recommendation system designed to provide real-time treatment strategies to therapists during psychotherapy sessions. Our system utilizes a turn-level rating mechanism that forecasts the therapeutic outcome by calculating a similarity score between the profound representation of a scoring inventory and the patient’s current spoken sentence. By transcribing and segmenting the continuous audio stream into patient and therapist turns, our system conducts immediate evaluation of their therapeutic working alliance. The resulting dialogue pairs, along with their computed working alliance ratings, are then utilized in a deep reinforcement learning recommendation system. In this system, the sessions are treated as users, while the topics are treated as items. To showcase the system’s effectiveness, we not only evaluate its performance using an existing dataset of psychotherapy sessions but also demonstrate its practicality through a web app. Through this demo, we aim to provide a tangible and engaging experience of our recommendation system in action.

1 Introduction

The prevalence of mental illness poses a significant healthcare challenge not only in the United States, with an estimated 1 in 5 individuals affected according to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) [Patel et al., 2018], but also globally. However, the existing education systems and training programs struggle to keep up with this growing trend. Becoming a licensed therapist requires years of continuous learning and supervised training, making it difficult for these systems to adapt and produce an adequate number of qualified professionals in a timely manner. Even after therapists have completed their training and are ready for independent practice, many still seek regular supervision from more experienced therapists known as "supervisors." These supervisors play a crucial role in the development of junior therapists, as they have accumulated extensive experience working with patients over the years. They serve as essential mentors, providing guidance and periodic feedback to help address the challenges and obstacles that beginner therapists encounter in their training [Watkins Jr, 2013]. This supervision is essential in shaping the psychotherapist identities of junior therapists and assisting them in overcoming the hurdles they face.

In this research endeavor, we introduce SupervisorBot, an innovative virtual AI companion designed to provide therapists with real-time feedback and treatment recommendations during their psychotherapy sessions. Similar to a human supervisor, SupervisorBot offers case-specific guidance and feedback. Leveraging its access to an extensive database of historical therapy sessions and case studies conducted by experienced therapists, SupervisorBot draws on this wealth of knowledge to provide valuable insights. The foundation of our recommendation system is a rating system that assesses the effectiveness of different treatment strategies. Recognizing the complexities involved in characterizing a patient’s mental state, we focus on well-defined clinical outcomes. One such concept is the working alliance, a psychological construct that has showed high predictive value for the success of psychotherapy in clinical settings [Wampold, 2015].

Introducing the Reinforced Recommendation model for Dialogue topics in psychiatric Disorders (R2D2), we present the first-ever recommendation system of dialogue topics tailored specifically for the psychotherapy domain. R2D2 operates by transcribing the therapy session in real-time, predicting the therapeutic outcome at a turn-by-turn level, and recommending the most suitable treatment strategies based on the current context and the state of the ongoing session.

2 Analytical Framework

The analytic framework used in this study is outlined in Figure 1. Initially, the continuous audio stream is processed through speaker diarization, employing real-time solutions such as [Lin and Zhang, 2021; Lin and Zhang, 2020b; Lin and Zhang, 2020a]. This step separates the audio into doctor-patient dyads, which are then transcribed into natural language turns for subsequent real-time analyses. In the transcription and real-time rating assessment phase, the diarized audio stream is transcribed using a standard automatic speech recognition module [Adorf, 2013]. The conversation is then evaluated based on the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI), a 36-statement questionnaire that measures the therapeutic bond, task agreement, and goal agreement [Horvath, 1981; Tracey and Kokotovic, 1989; Martin et al., 2000]. By embedding the dialogue turns and WAI items using deep
A sentence or paragraph embeddings (e.g., Doc2Vec [Le and Mikolov, 2014]), and computing cosine similarity between the turn embeddings and corresponding inventory vectors, a 36-dimension working alliance score is obtained for each turn [Lin et al., 2023b; Lin et al., 2022b]. Next, topic modeling is employed to identify treatment strategy recommendations. Using the Embedded Topic Model (ETM) [Wang et al., 2020], the main concepts discussed in psychotherapy sessions are extracted [Lin et al., 2023a]. In this study, each turn is annotated with its most likely topic, resulting in seven unique topics such as self-discovery, play, and emotions. To establish the recommendation system, the treatment strategies (topics) are paired with users, contents, and ratings. In this case, the session IDs are assigned as users. Content-based and collaborative filtering approaches, as well as reinforcement learning (RL) and session-based approaches, are employed to create the recommendation engine [Pazzani and Billsus, 2007; Basu et al., 1998; Aggarwal and others, 2016; Sarwar et al., 2001; He et al., 2017; Koren et al., 2022; Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009; Zheng et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2020; Li et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2019; Ludewig and Jannach, 2018]. The system treats each session as a new "user" during deployment. Deep reinforcement learning techniques are applied to the recommendation system [Lin, 2022c], with three popular algorithms evaluated: Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) [Lillicrap et al., 2015], Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3) [Fujimoto et al., 2018], and Batch Constrained Q-Learning (BCQ) [Fujimoto et al., 2019]. These algorithms enable the recommendation agent to make informed suggestions based on dialogue interactions and quality evaluations. Combining all the components, the proposed model is named Reinforced Recommendation model for Dialogue topics in psychiatric Disorders (R2D2). Each session is treated as a user, and the dialogue turns serve as states with real-time topic labels and working alliance ratings. The core of the model is a deep reinforcement learning framework that predicts the best action (topic) based on embeddings, which can be pre-computed using dimension reduction techniques. The dialogue continues based on the selected action, and the reward is computed using the working alliance rating. Figure 2 illustrates the R2D2 model.
3 Performance Evaluation

The performance evaluation of the recommendation systems is conducted on the Alex Street psychotherapy dataset [Street, 2023], consisting of over 950 therapy sessions across various psychiatric conditions. The dataset is preprocessed into a recommendation system format, with train-test splits, and utilized to train the R2D2 model using different reinforcement learning agents (DDPG, TD3, and BCQ) for 50 epochs. The action spaces (topics to recommend) are represented using different embeddings: Doc2Vec, PCA, and UMAP. The evaluation focuses on Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the recommended actions and ground truth actions in test set. Results show that the best performing models vary based on the psychiatric condition and the working alliance scale used for ratings. For depression sessions, R2D2-DDPG-TASK and R2D2-BCQ-TASK achieve correlation coefficients of 0.3796 and 0.4042, respectively. R2D2-TD3-GOAL performs best for schizophrenia sessions with a correlation coefficient of 0.4599, while R2D2-BCQ-BOND performs best for suicidal sessions with a correlation coefficient of 0.4152. When considering all four psychiatric conditions together, R2D2-TD3-GOAL emerges as the top-performing model with a correlation coefficient of 0.3765 [Lin, 2022b]. Comparing the three RL algorithms, DDPG and TD3 consistently yield similar rankings across the three working alliance scales, while BCQ exhibits some differences. The choice of the working alliance scale impacts the recommendation predictions, with the goal scale showing more advantageous results in schizophrenia cases. However, this effect is less pronounced in R2D2-BCQ. In specific disorders, R2D2-DDPG performs well for anxiety, depression, and schizophrenia, while R2D2-TD3 is effective for suicidal cases. It is important to note that the limited amount of data for suicidal cases requires cautious interpretation. This evaluation serves as a proof of concept.

4 Important Ethical Considerations

Developing and deploying recommendation systems for psychotherapy sessions necessitates careful attention to ethical considerations. Following the discussions in [Lin, 2022a], we considered the following additional key points: (1) Privacy and confidentiality: Safeguard patient information throughout storage, transmission, and access, adhering to relevant data protection regulations; (2) Informed consent and autonomy: Obtain patient consent and ensure they are well-informed about the system’s purpose, benefits, and risks, allowing them to choose participation and withdrawal; (3) Algorithmic bias and fairness: Mitigate biases in data and algorithms to prevent unequal treatment, discrimination, or perpetuation of stereotypes; (4) Transparency and explainability: Maintain transparency in system operations, providing explanations for recommendations to enhance understanding; (5) Professional judgment and human oversight: Emphasize the doctors’ role, using the system’s recommendations as augmentation rather than replacement; (6) Continuous evaluation and improvement: Regularly assess and enhance the system’s performance, addressing concerns, biases, and limitations through feedback and research. As part of our future endeavor, we will further explore these ethical topics in recommendation systems in healthcare settings. By adhering to these ethical considerations, we can maximize the benefits of recommendation systems while prioritizing patient well-being, privacy, and autonomy.

5 Demonstration System

SupervisorBot is an interactive web-based system (Figure 3). To begin, users are provided with clear instructions on how to utilize the system. They are then guided to input their own inventory, which is used to evaluate the quality of the dialogue. In our case, we provide a default inventory utilizing the working alliance inventory. Users are prompted to input the corresponding score scale for each item in the inventory and can finalize by clicking on the “Analyze” button. Moving to the speaker diarization component, we employ a sliding window approach to compute and visualize the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) in real-time, using microphone audio input. The MFCC bands are color-coded on the web page, allowing for a visual representation. The annotation panel is where the therapist can access the displayed transcript, indicating the speaker for each dialogue turn. Additionally, the computed alliance score, in three different scales, is dynamically presented in real-time, providing valuable information to assist the therapist. In the final panel, our recommendation guidance is provided. The available topics are ranked, and the top N recommendations are displayed. The therapist can utilize this information as a hint and initiate their response based on the top recommendation. The system transcribes the therapist’s response and highlights the most likely chosen topic from the previous round. This information is saved as part of the historical data. At the end of the session, the system refreshes its parameters. Overall, the interactive web-based system of SupervisorBot offers therapists a comprehensive platform to enhance their psychotherapy sessions.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we offer a practical demonstration of the potential of a real-time recommendation system to enhance the effectiveness of psychotherapy sessions by providing therapists with informative clinical annotations and treatment strategy recommendations using deep reinforcement learning techniques. While our example focuses on recommending topics for therapists to initiate or continue, the same approach can be extended to encompass more intricate and nuanced treatment suggestions. As a next step, we aim to predict these inference anchors as states [Lin et al., 2023a; Lin et al., 2022a] and train chatbots as RL agents based on these states, building upon research such as [Lin et al., 2020a; Lin et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2020b]. Additionally, we plan to equip clinicians with real-time visualizations of NLP-annotated insights [Lin, 2022d; Lin et al., 2023e]. Moreover, we strive to devise disorder-specific policies accompanied by interpretable insights [Lin et al., 2023d; Lin et al., 2023c]. Lastly, we seek to generate a knowledge management system that incorporates these on-the-fly analytics [Lin, 2022b]. By pursuing these avenues of research, we aim to create a comprehensive framework that empowers therapists with cutting-edge tools and resources to enhance psychotherapy practice.
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